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Suzanne Gossett’s edition of Pericles, Prince of Tyre is yet 
another splendid contribution to the Third Edition of the Arden 
Shakespeare Series. Pericles, Prince of Tyre, a collaborative work by 
William Shakespeare and George Wilkins, is a curious work that 
was quite popular in Shakespeare’s day, and then all but 
disappeared until it reappeared at the beginning of the nineteenth 
century. 

Perhaps more curious is the fact that it did not appear in the 
First Folio, and it is the sole play added to the Third Folio (1664) 
that has been received into the canon. Interestingly, it was the first 
play to be presented on the London stage after Charles II came to 
power after the Cromwellian Revolution. 

Textually, Pericles is fraught with problems, which Gossett 
brilliantly untangles. Since it was not in the First Folio, it has 
always been printed from its 1609 quarto, which is replete with all 
kinds of errors. As Gossett points out, sometimes the prose is 
incoherent, e.g., 2.1.122-5, when Pericles claims his shield has 
washed onto the shore. There have been numerous reasons given 
for the text’s typographical problems. According to Gary Taylor and 
MacDonald Jackson, two printers and probably three compositors 
were involved in the printing of this text, but they were not 
responsible for the mistakes in the text: rather, the errors originate 
in the manuscript itself. Taylor goes so far as to suggest that the 
text “was reported by the boy who played Marina and Lychorida 
and by a third man who played a sequence of small parts, 
including the Pander and one of the fishermen” (25). 

Gossett’s discussion of Pericles’s stage history begins in the 
middle of the nineteenth century with Samuel Phelps’ production 
at Sadler’s Wells in 1854. Advertisements for this production of the 
play celebrated its scenic elegance in which the passage of the ship 
from Tarsus to Ephesus was such that the craft actually appeared 
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to be moving on stage, but Phelps also cut the Gower scenes and 
wrote “explanatory passages” (90). Because of Victorian prudery, 
no reference to incest was made, and the dialogue in the brothel 
was modified to euphemize the fact that she lives in a house of 
prostitution. 

Gossett does a fine job addressing the play’s generic qualities 
focusing on the text’s “quest pattern” as integral to a romance, 
which in this scenario was Pericles’ dangerous voyage of stormy 
seas. Gossett suggests that King James VI of Scotland may have 
felt much the same way as Pericles in 1590 when he planned to 
rescue his Danish wife, Anna (107). Pericles thinks he has lost 
both his wife Thaisa and his daughter Marina, whom he will 
recover by the play’s end through divine intervention, and the 
certitude of his recovery of wife and child will be occasioned by 
means of “tokens, names, and a ring (107); this kind of familial 
separation is reminiscent of Greek romance, which one sees 
repeated in Shakespeare’s romances. To be sure, the most difficult 
aspect of Pericles is the problem of staging the various locations in 
which the play is set. Gossett cites Mowat who defines this text as 
a kind of “open form drama,” which does not conform to the 
conventional cause and effect mode of experience as well as the 
abandonment of the usual “dramatic illusion repeatedly broken 
through narrative intrusion, spectacle, and other sudden 
disturbances of the aesthetic distance” (108). Gossett makes a very 
helpful comment when she asserts, “For Shakespeare, the most 
important formal element of romance seems to have been that its 
shape permitted a fantasy of recovery from loss” (109). 

Although Pericles is often interpreted as an allegory, it can 
also be read politically. The incident in which Pericles is washed 
ashore and meets the fishermen could possibly be an allusion to 
the recent enclosures in Warwickshire that eventuated in the 
Midland Uprising of 1607-1608, according to Halpern, whom 
Gossett cites. Moreover, the reference to the brothels was a timely 
reminder of the brothels that were on Bankside near the Globe 
Theatre (122). By far the most intriguing and engaging 
interpretation that Gossett cites is that of Steven Mullaney. She 
asserts that he perceived the play as a “more complex relation to 
its cultural context than straightforward satire or topical allusion” 
(123). Gossett argues that like the other romances Pericles 
concerns the issue of “royal authority and with the future of the 
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state; all conclude with careful arrangements for political alliances” 
(124). 

It is important to remember that Pericles is very much a play 
about families and familial relations. Gossett notes that this play 
begins in “sexual, social, and familiar disorder, with implicit 
political consequences, and moves through personal suffering, 
family separation, and political disorganization to a resolution 
embodied in the creation and reunification of families” (133). 
Gossett comments that the play’s “obsession with kinship 
relations” (135) is not to be interpreted through a “universalizing, 
transhistorical psychoanalytic lens” (135), but rather familial 
relations must be placed within an early modern English cultural 
context in order to better understand Pericles. The play very much 
focuses upon the theme of incest as expressed in the relationship 
between Antiochus, King of Antioch, and his unnamed daughter, 
but this is, as Gossett points out, “only one manifestation of the 
play’s obsession with violated family relationships” (137). At the 
national level, Gossett reminds us that there was conflict in King 
James’s relationship with Queen Anne because she would not 
come to England until she “could reclaim Prince Henry from the 
Earl of Mar, with whom his father had insisted that he be placed 
shortly after his birth” (140). Gossett concludes this section of her 
introduction by suggesting that “[i]n the late romances the central 
figure gains a new son through the marriage of his daughter. The 
psychological cause may lie in Shakespeare’s relation to his own 
family, particularly his bond to his daughters” (146). 

In terms of genre, romances usually conclude with 
“discovery, reunion, and return” (151). Gossett compares Pericles 
to Odysseus who finally returns to Ithaca after being absent for a 
score of years, and like Odysseus, Pericles is recognized by certain 
items such as the ring that he gave Thaisa. This play is very like a 
court masque in its conclusion. Masques by their very nature 
celebrate the magnificence and wonder that the court is to inspire 
in those who attend it. At the end of the play, chaos is replaced 
with order, specifically by an “epiphany, the revelation of a higher 
power ” (155), namely, Diana. As Gossett asserts, “A more complex 
Diana presides over Pericles; her appearance, in all likelihood flying 
down accompanied by music and traditional symbols, was as close 
as the Globe came to masque machinery” (155). Gossett cites C. L. 
Barber as suggesting that by the end of the play “the religious and 
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psychological shapes of the play” are linked because the characters 
have “moved ‘through experiences of loss back to the recovery of 
family relations in and through the next generation’” (157). In fact, 
Gossett even goes so far as to suggest that “Pericles is experienced 
as a fantasy of wish fulfillment, a promise of impossible 
restoration” (157). Without a doubt Pericles is a play replete with 
wonder and magic, making our culturally sanctioned familial 
fantasies of reunion and restoration come true even when they 
seemed least possible, and Suzanne Gossett has brilliantly edited 
and explicated this text in an utterly superb addition to the Arden 
Third Series. 
 

William Rampone 


